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Abstract
Post–tsunami Aceh, Indonesia, represents a contemporary example of lost built cultural heritage.
Catastrophic events of 2004 resulted in the destruction of significant buildings, whole
communities and archival materials. This paper examines the potential of reconsidering “the
archive” as an interactive set of multi–modal representations. Analogue and digital modes are
explored focusing specifically on re–envisioning lost heritage through disparate data collection.
Data ranges from social and oral histories, newspapers, maps, surveys, and artworks to produce
outcomes of graphic, narrative and interactive representations of cultural sites. This paper
discusses using VERNADOC—a low cost, low technology documentation method involving
detailed observation through measurement and hand–drawing to record built cultural heritage.
This method produces detailed analogue representations through participant immersion in the
built and natural environment facilitating critical situational and cross–cultural understandings
of context. Without onsite interaction and experience, recording built heritage represents an
intellectual exercise that is detached from “real” physical appreciation of socio–cultural
conditions. A virtual representation has valid applications, however this paper argues that an
immersive analogue methodology informs the digital enabling an enriching and critical process
in re–envisioning lost cultural heritage. Drawing together stages of data collection, observation
and analogue documentation, this paper also discusses the distributed sustainability of the
archive. Extending the standard physical repository, the multi–modal archive sits in the digital
ether with dissemination to a wider and interdisciplinary audience beyond community
stakeholders for global access. The archive as a digitally, immersive virtual environment offers
applications beyond a record–keeping mechanism. In addition, it may be considered a toolset to
safeguard collective memories of built and urban environments by re–presenting historical data
to reflect on the human condition for disaster relief situations. Re–envisioned archival material
may assist healing through reflexive discussions around shared memories beyond affected
communities of the lost built heritage to resonate and remain visible to global observers.
Keywords : heritage archive, VERNADOC, BIM, re–envisioning, multi–modal.
Introduction
Built cultural heritage plays a significant role in the evolution of identity in any community. This
paper is proposing a research methodology to contribute to the re–creation of Aceh’s destroyed built heritage
archive post–tsunami 2004. Archives are repositories where culturally significant knowledge is preserved.
Usually in the form of artefacts, archival records generally consist of, but are not limited to, drawings,
photographs, letters, newspapers, cartographic material, sound recordings and other media. Together these
records form narratives of the past, present and future identity of a place. Therefore they are an invaluable
resource not only to interest and professional groups but to safeguard a community’s shared identity. The
existence of a built cultural heritage archive empowers a community with intact collective memories of its
building stock, their stories, socio–cultural contexts, socio–political conditions around their evolving spatial
design conceptions as well as knowledge networks and/or limitations around their construction and
procurement processes. Archival records enable graphic and visible recounts of past built form and the
potential to re–construct and re–imagine community identity through the lens of architecture. Aceh’s
predominant archives did not survive the 2004 tsunami. This research is essentially a four phase pilot project
proposal. It aims to investigate the possibility of re–documenting lost built heritage and populating a new
archival collection with pre–tsunami images of Aceh’s built heritage using remaining historic examples in
rural and urban settings as exemplars. This recapture process, it is proposed, will also add another layer to the
archival material, introducing multi–modal forms of representation. The creation of a digital platform
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through which archival data can be disseminated beyond the immediate community, in forms such as
combined hand–drawn documents, digital models and recordings, as well as virtual immersive strategies for
local and remote users. As a pilot precedent this research proposes an archive where analogue processes
inform the digital and then the digital re–imagines and augments the analogue to capture, re–envision and
safeguard Acehnese built heritage.
The methodology for this reproduction archival process comprises of four distinct stages. Firstly, the
documentation of remaining traditional Acehnese houses and their urban design configuration sited in rural
villages in proximity of Banda Aceh. These select building types will be identified by the community,
universities and heritage groups with a passion for built conservation. The building traditions of Acehnese
houses highlight many intrinsic socio–cultural practices which have endured in Aceh prior to the arrival of
Islam in the thirteenth century. These practices inform the organisation of social space as well as building
methods, spiritual parameters of the internal domestic spatiality together with material availability and
response to climatic conditions. The method of recording the Acehnese house in its village context will be via
the VERNADOC (an acronym for vernacular documentation) process of on–site cultural immersion and
immediate transfer of measured information of the house to the drawing page. This process is distinct from
typical architectural measured drawing, as all recorded information is applied to paper immediately on site.
This process will be elaborated upon in more depth in the subsequent discussion. Secondly, the employment
of VERNADOC will be utilised in an urban setting, this time capturing the built form amidst the
machinations of the modern city of Banda Aceh. In the city centre’s building stock, architectural heritage
significance depicts Aceh’s mixed cultural beginnings from Chinese shop houses to Dutch colonial buildings
intermingled with the Dutch/Indonesian hybrids of Jengki styles amongst others. This urban form
communicates an evocative socio–cultural heritage of ethnic diversity and socio–political upheaval. The
unique and eclectic nature of these surviving buildings offer an insight into a fascinating narrative from
seventeenth century Aceh through to the 1970s. The third stage of this pilot project aims to consolidate the
findings of these preceding stages to establish an informed and meaningful data collection method as well as
appropriate subjects for the graphic reproduction of non–existent built cultural heritage. Identifying those
buildings now lost, in built form and archival record that are still considered significant contributions to the
collective memories of the Acehnese community. Utilising the onsite immersive strategies obtained from the
practice of VERNADOC methods together with cross–referencing to other data sets such as socio–cultural
histories, old photographs and maps, the lost buildings are to be re–imagined graphically to reintroduce their
role in Aceh’s rich historical narrative. Finally, the analogue material and social history audio recordings are
translated to a digital platform for both accessibility and sustainability purposes. Virtual reality software will
respond to the needs of remote and local archival users enabling a better understanding of the socio–cultural
conditions and physical context of the re–envisioned subject, disseminating and sharing knowledge to
safeguard and cultural heritage and identity. It is the combination of these four stages that will form the
framework for the archival database of the built cultural heritage archive.
Research Method
Analogue methods: VERNADOC
The analogue component of this research proposal will be underpinned by an established process of
documenting vernacular built form. As products of specific social and cultural history vernacular buildings
are distinct examples of local knowledge, materials, technology and experience as well as expressions of
spiritual beliefs, communal customs and collective understanding. These forms enable traditional everyday
life, to reinforce cultural practices and reflect shared memory and social identity. The International Council
on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) an organisation focussed on the preservation of built heritage sees
vernacular buildings as the “fundamental expression of the cultural heritage of a community”, as well as an
“expression of the world’s diversity” (ICOMOS, 1999). Culture and cultural practices including the process
of building are dynamic, so whilst a particular structure is an expression unique in time and place, each
building forms part of an ongoing dialogue of individual and communal understanding of development. As
globalisation accelerates communities everywhere towards “cultural and architectural homogenisation”
individual cultural identity and traditions including vernacular buildings and building practices are
increasingly under pressure. (ICOMOS, 1999)
VERNADOC, a contraction of the phrase vernacular documentation, is a research and documentation
method that originated from the former Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) now known as the Alvar
Aalto University and more broadly, a Finnish pedagogical tradition of recording and valuing that country’s
vernacular building traditions. In 2005 the first VERNADOC project was held in Finland, and was attended
by participants from China, Egypt, Finland, Italy and Thailand. The term VERNADOC, denotes a process
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that uses simple measuring and drafting tools to accurately document vernacular buildings on–site with high
quality hand drawn graphic outcomes. Since its foundation in 2005 over twenty VERNADOC projects have
been undertaken across Europe, the Middle–East and Southeast Asia.
Anthropologist Tim Ingold discusses the use of drawing as a process of recording that engages
researcher and subject in a dialogue which is “metaphorical and methodological” in outcome and potential.
Metaphorically the drawing as an artefact binds understandings and individuals together and
methodologically the drawing is both descriptive and participatory. (Ingold & Corporation, 2011, p. 221)The
VERNADOC method requires immersive field work ensuring that data is recorded on site and in context
both physically and culturally. It is only through this intimate connection with the built subject that non–
visual layers of understanding can be comprehended and encoded into the representation. Time and
proximity engender understanding and respect as architect and VERNADOC veteran Southeast Asian lead
coordinator Sudjit Sanawai describes, the process is like taking care of elderly relatives, custodians of
wisdom and truth “who can still whisper to me some of their stories”. (Sanawai, 2014, p. 13) Buildings are
more than their physical built form, they are repositories of multiple knowledge systems, memory and
identity, connecting people to place through time.
A VERNADOC project is proposed for the preliminary stages of this research project to inform both
the final process as well as the research question, therefore under–pinning the ultimate outcome as part of an
ontological framework. Field research using the VERNADOC method, firstly in rural and then urban settings
will immerse researchers in the culture and context of Aceh, Acehnese building heritage and cultural
relationships to buildings and place. Each integrant stage of the proposed project will generate research
outcomes that are rich in socio–cultural data, accessible on multiple levels and generate meaningful and
material outcomes for the local community in the form of a high quality renderings. In the context of this
research proposal, the preliminary stages seek to situate and embed researchers in the subject, ensuring an
active engagement with environment, process, physical, material and human factors, and thus giving a degree
of authenticity to any speculative re–envisioning of lost built heritage that would not be available via more
detached or conceptual methods.
Like Ingold, Ana Isobel Afonso uses drawing as a method of recording and re–presenting
anthropological research, recognising its potential not only to engage researcher with the material subject but
as a collaborative process that enables dynamic input by local stakeholders. (Afonso & Ramos, 2004). While
drawing as a method of recording has been used traditionally across most research disciplines, its
effectiveness and potency has in recent times been re–evaluated and applied. Initial research stages in this
project may be considered “Architectural Anthropology” in methodology, interpretivist in approach, bringing
together aspects of ethnomethodology and phenomenology to drive the process and its outcomes. (Groat &
Wang, 2002) Unlike photography or other modes of digital image capture and collection the manual
production of hand drawings in situ is a reflexive method of observation and recoding that allows input and
interaction before, during and after the process. Layers of memory and meaning can be distilled into an
artefact that affects a collaborative outcome layered conceptually and symbolically by researcher,
collaborators, environment and subject supporting the assertion that social inquiry cannot be purely objective
but relies as much on detail and nuance as thematic understanding. (Geertz, 1983)
Analogue: Re–Envisioning
Conducting a rural based VERNADOC project as the first stage and an urban based project as the
second stage of this process, it is proposed that an effective method for the third stage will become apparent.
As surviving built forms are documented on site it is anticipated that collaborative and acquired
understanding through this process will inform the potential for a re–envisioned archive. Community advice
and input through shared memories and specific expressions of memory will lead the research project to an
effective and responsive final stage.
The third analogue stage of this research proposal will be to address the re–envisioning of lost urban
forms and lost archives. This hypothesis asserts that through rural and urban field work (stages 1 and 2) and
the careful documentation of surviving Acehnese built environments, a meaningful process of re–presenting
pre–tsunami urban forms may be implemented. This process is not the VERNADOC method but utilises
insight from the former method to reconstruct manual graphic representations of lost buildings through
forensically piecing together surviving records. As a means of re–envisioning lost urban forms, drawing
offers opportunities to engage, as Ingold suggested, in the metaphorical. If, as sociologist Maurice Halbwachs
suggests memory as a shared experience, rather than history as an intellectual exercise, is linked to collective
experience, sudden loss of familiar urban environments results in “memory loss and identity crisis threaten”
particularly in the case of natural disasters where that loss is coupled with personal and community trauma.
(Crinson, 2005) Retrospectively creating visual records and re–envisioning lost buildings or streetscapes may
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communicate the importance of the local beyond those materially affected by loss to the broader global
community.
As discussed the ‘making’ of a manual drawing delivers a very specific experience to its author. The
outcome of these research stages will be unique artefacts that illustrate tangible and temporal connections
between drawer, subject and audience. This painstaking process demands an awareness of every mark on the
page and a contemplation of its meaning and inclusion in the overall work. Whilst processes of selection and
omission are intrinsic to all drawings regardless of method, the level of engagement and the physicality of re–
drawing and re–envisioning revealed in the manual process is highly instructive. Re–interpreting built forms
into technically constructed drawings, requires a first–hand understanding of construction in order to interpret
realistic buildable forms on the page.1 While digital construction drawings produce buildable outcomes their
production process can affect a disengagement with technical and cultural understandings not feasible in the
manual process. For example, computer aided design drawing packages can be guided by their user to deliver
a buildable solution from stock elements. The re–envisioning component of the archival drawings may
represent an opportunity forthe union of analogue and digital representations. The following analysis of the
possibilities of BIM and other digital techniques in re–imagining built form and re–envisioning their forms in
specific contexts exposes the archive to many possibilities. The following section will explore these benefits
and opportunities for the case of post–Tsunami Aceh.
Digital re–envisioning
Data Capture
The traditional use of Building Information Modelling software (BIM) in the Architecture,
Engineering and Construction Industry (AEC) is in the documentation and administration of new buildings.
This integrated process involves the use of BIM enabled software and follows a BIM process, however the
two could be used independently. (Eastman, Teicholz, & Sacks, 2011) It is proposed here that the adapted
use of a Building Information Modelling methodology in capturing built and intangible cultural heritage may
be appropriate to the built documentation needs of the community. The BIM process involves the input from
all of the stakeholders from the inception of the project through to its completion. Instead of the core
information capture being for a new building project, it is proposed that additional non–tangible details are
recorded as part of the process of re–creation and re–envisaging. These details may include (for example,
Indonesian concepts of heirlooms or pusaka, explained later) personal stories of local people, their families,
and their reasons for building in a particular way that may be added to the BIM database.
There are an increasing number of processes available for capturing built cultural heritage using
different analogue and digital modalities. These include developments in digital scanning at the building
level, and the wider urban level covering multiple buildings or square kilometres of area. The use of laser
scanning, photogrammetry, LiDAR and other similar digital processes have been available for many years
and the simple automation of the data into BIM software or the creation of three–dimensional (3D) models
are well documented. (Alshawabkeh & Haala, 2004) However, built cultural heritage as a concept extends
beyond the physical associations of posts, beams and floors located and fixed in an appropriate manner.
(Kurin, 2004)
The process of recovering lost heritage, will require a greater level engagement and data re–
construction from a variety of sources. By undertaking data collection onsite, the community can be actively
involved in the process. This forensic process will require time to reconstruct, manually and then digitally to
gather appropriate representations. It is dependent on the amount and quality of data available as images,
narratives, drawings, that could be crowd–sourced through social media. Stages 1 and 2 of the VERNADOC
process will aid in the creation of new material via cultural immersion, observation of collected images,
interpretation of narratives and the manual graphic conversion. The digitization of images and drawings will
assist with the construction at either a façade level, or if further detail is available, also for the scope to
produce a full 3D model.
Through a process of working with the stakeholders, they will determine the data to capture. Using a
variety of drawn, digital image, audio and movie based formats the multi–modal material will be collated.
Where possible to expand upon the technical processes of data capture for photogrammetry and laser
scanning, the community would inform the capture of the intangible components. Engagement, time and
discourse with the direct community and stakeholders is vitally important to identify the images, context and
moments forming an integral part of the fabric that is interwoven into their everyday life.
With the stakeholder’s requirements identified, a standardized process of digital capture can then be
overlaid with the analogue to ensure that built culture may be re–imagined and re–envisaged to suit
stakeholder requirements. Though VERNADOC does not require digital input for it to be effective and
successful, it will inform the digital data collection. The suggestion that the augmentation of digital with a
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VERNADOC underlay will enrich the digital process, and enable a layered experience in re–envisioning lost
cultural heritage.
Using a systemized and documented process will produce results that are suitable for capturing high
quality images and creating a computer model. (Hanke & Grussenmeyer, 2002) The use of a tripod mounted
Gigapan device for automated image capture, where the camera sits in a robotic mount that automatically and
systematically takes a sequence of photos based on the Field of View (FoV) of the lens in a three hundred
and sixty degree sphere around the camera. These images are then “stitched” together using software that can
create an immersive environment, and using software to create virtual tours.
Processing
The collection of data using various digital methods can be advantageous due to the level of detail,
speed and accuracy that can be obtained. However, the subsequent processing of the collected data can be
time consuming (Grussenmeyer, Landes, Voegtle, & Ringle, 2008). There could be a time delay between the
capture of data over a two week period (the general length of a VERNADOC camp) to when the data could
be available for review by the stakeholders.
To assist with this process of data collection, it is proposed that the digital capture occurs in parallel to
the analogue capture. Working in tandem with the VERNADOC and lost heritage teams, images and
narratives can be recorded and processed each day. These images and oral histories can provide an additional
resource, but also a method of cross–verification or cross–checking the images with the drawings, by close
examination between the two processes. The complimentary and simultaneous production of the drawings
through manual and digital forms is considered to be part of the innovation of the project. Working in the
context of the community and stakeholders, local people can directly participate and have ownership in the
process of collaborative data collection.
The power and portability of recent technological developments in laptop computers and similar
devices may allow the processing to be undertaken onsite, reducing travel between locations, and as
mentioned previously, allow for earlier verification of images and narratives with stakeholders. The process
of data collection, and processing through the pilot studies, and trial and error aims to deliver an efficient
process that could compliment analogue processes.

Figure 1. Analogue digitized and overlaid with 2D Photograph and 3D model images.
The correlation of the collected data can be achieved by visual comparison side by side, and with the
digitization of analogue to the digital environment. Figure 1 demonstrates the process of a digitized scaled
drawing overlaid to a photograph and then a façade model generated from photogrammetry as a trial.
Storage and Output
The offline storage of data is always problematic, with changes in technology, enhancements of
standards and the growth of new devices leaving older technology behind. Even the proposition of using
LTOTM tape and Blue–ray TM to store data could be outdated in the decades to come. (Cerf, 2011) Our
consideration is not only offline storage, but the persistence of data over time in addition to standard archives
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and data storage. Similar to a physical collection of antiquities being maintained, we propose that the data is
maintained online, and updated where practical to current formats as new standards and methods become
available. This attempts to avoid ‘bit rot’ however it is not a guarantee that data may not become corrupted
by other means. (Rosenthal, 2010).
The use of open formats for data storage and management, and clarification of legal ramifications and
ownership of data, must allow data to be publicly available, in an open format for dissemination. The use of a
defined management and maintenance process for the up–keep of the data and viability through the use of
automated systems and manual oversight.
The use of methods such as “Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe” (LOCKSS) originating from Stanford
University, and distributed digital preservation assists in the maintenance of live data at a reasonable cost.
(Skinner & Schultz, 2010) Maintenance of data, is required through the following processes such as by
reviewing current stocks of different data types yearly, and updating them as required to current standards to
increase longevity, and check data viability for errors. The issue of storage costs, though relevant over time
as a cost to the consumer is still decreasing but probably at a slower rate than is ultimately desirable by data
management customers. (Rosenthal, 2010) However with faster networks and collaboration with other
external storage providers as well as increasing the availability of cost effective long term online storage,
costs might also increase. (Rosenthal, 2010).
The collected data for this pilot project is intended to be available digitally as nominal 2D and 3D
materials using an Information System, and Google Earth for an interactive presentation environment.
(Prechtel, Münster, & Kröber, 2013) Virtual tours can be created with software such as Kolor’s Panotour Pro
to enable an immersive and navigable environment with hotspots highlighting points of interest and
information. The use of BIM to store the data, can also be utilized for visualization in an immersive
environment. The use of an Oculus Rift or other immersive devices to create a virtual environment for
interaction, where selecting ‘hotspots’ or ‘information areas’ will bring up narratives or video about that
particular point of interest. Possibly another mode of immersion to be adopted in this project is the use of
eye–tracking in a virtual environment, where what you are looking at can cause the software to read and
highlight or present information about what the software determines is the focus of your gaze. These are just
some of the technologies which will aid the delivery of the archival project to a diverse and global audience,
in addition to enabling access locally in both digital and analogue capacities.
The final section of this proposal analyses the work of Acehnese scholars and others who have been
active in the reconstruction and heritage conservation realms in Aceh and other post–disaster sites, it
contemplates what is heritage and what is deemed worth preserving documenting and re–envisioning whilst
reviewing some housing and mosque re–envisioned examples, considering what went wrong and what might
be some alternative approaches?
Post–tsunami Acehnese case studies and identity
To further situate the knowledge, this research proposal is bringing to the re–creation of the archive, a
critical analysis of work produced by scholars such as architectural historians Yenny Rahmayati, Patrick
Daly, anthropologist Trinidad Rico and architectural historian and Acehnese scholar Cut Dewi follows here,
to inform the proposed methodologies around the re–envisioning process.
Yenny Rahmayati and Patrick Daly have analysed “cultural and social mechanisms for community
recovery, and how these are related with the material world.” (Daly & Rahmayati, 2012, p. 58) Their work
identified the role of socio–cultural practices responding to physical and psycho–social conditions in the
communities’ recovery. For example, whilst NGOs assumed housing was the primary requirement for
displaced Acehnese in the post–disaster approach, after these scholars’ community consultation, it was the
buildings such as the meunasah and the mushollah’s that were most frequently prioritised. These buildings
represented the key spaces of autonomous community decision making as well as the spaces of worship. As
many tsunami survivors’ associated the devastation of the tsunami with a requirement to increase their
commitment to their religion, the omission of these community built structures resonated through the affected
communities. “Aid and reconstruction efforts that further remove people away from familiar and social
contexts run the risk of pulling them away from the basic community infrastructure that is necessary for
recovery.” (Daly & Rahmayati, 2012, p. 58).
Rahmayati has documented the process of rebuilding and reimagining residential accommodation
post–tsunami in Aceh and her study provides valuable insight into how the processes of re–envisioning
dominated by external actors falls short of community expectations. Dealing with trauma often involves
culturally–specific techniques and measures. According to Daly and Rahmayati the Acehnese identify with
both historical and material processes as part of “broader cultural and social trajectories and carried out in
meaningfully constituted environments which are integral to their enactment.” (Daly & Rahmayati, 2012, p.
60) Trinidad Rico does not see ‘the material’ as heritage to be preserved or necessarily contingent in the
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rehabilitation process but rather as an evolving concept of psycho–social conditions responsive to altered
material conditions. Whereas Daly and Rahmayati suggest it is the continuity of physical built form from a
cultural heritage perspective, that give the community a sense of familiarity and some coping mechanisms to
negotiate the phases of post–disaster recovery.
Human landscapes are culturally constructed and understood through material as well as social
practices. This concept is supported by the work of anthropologist Oliver–Smith, where there are specific
relationships between cultural groups and place that foster attachments and enable rehabilitation through re–
establishing connections with that place. (Oliver-Smith, 1996) Therefore the process of re–envisioning (stage
3) is proposed here as a “giving back” to the community in drawing lost buildings which occurs through a
forensic process informed by the VERNADOC rural and urban experiences (stages 1 and 2), and results in an
artefact to remember and reinscribe a destructed landscape. As to what the community does with this
information or artefact is intended to contrast what de Vries suggests is “losing access to places of cultural
and social significance, and the resulting loss of connections to people, undermines the community’s ability
to turn its ‘wheels of healing.’” (deVries, 1995) The suggestion here is that the re–creation of the archive may
make a small contribution to the community’s sense of identity through built form, it is not the remedy to
trauma. The method discussed thus far for production of the archive: VERNADOC–rural, VERNADOC–
urban and then re–envisioning through manual and digital modes of production that may address some of the
short–comings and issues identified by the communities under NGO–guided programs from the early days to
later years of post– tsunami reconstruction. Through the production and insight gathered for this archival
project, the main areas which may be informed include the following issues raised in community
consultations sourced from the earlier cited scholars: 1. the lack of suitable cultural and climatic housing
types 2. The lack of adherence to socio–cultural and religious understandings for essential community
buildings, 3. Non–tangible and misunderstood ideas of culturally–specific notions of heritage.
The notion of intangible heritage is discussed by Robert Cowherd as depicting “the symbiotic
relationship between material culture and living culture, where the local communities who use their built
heritage are arguably more valuable as a cultural asset than the buildings themselves…” (deVries, 1995, pp.
66-67) For this research proposal intangible heritage will contribute directly in the narrative of the processes
of construction, material accessibility and techniques for preparation for building, and why these processes
are deemed significant to the production of an appropriate building type.
“…emerging ethnographic approaches have considered that cultures have long had their own
methods of preserving their cultural heritage beyond the development of scientific methods and
principles that have been used to justify different forms of retention and intervention by the
West. …Kreps has convincingly argued that non–Western models of museum and curatorial
practices should be observed as unique cultural expressions…a local term for heritage in
Indonesia, pusaka (although some informants used pustaka), reflects an understanding of
cultural heritage that is both tangible and intangible.” (Kreps, 2006, p. 458)
Pusaka directly translating into the term ‘heirloom’ yet is also applied to the notion of inheritance, and
something which has personal value for the community. Kartiwa states that pusaka has a significant role for
the transmission of cultural knowledge and traditions over the course of generations. (Kartiwa &
Hardjonagoro, 1992) According to Rico, “virtually anything can be pusaka, but not everything is inherited
becomes pusaka nor can objects be created to be pusaka—a thing must become pusaka in the course of its
social life.” (Rico, 2016, pp. 67-69)2.
Therefore this research proposal is moving toward an intertwined or integrative notion of heritage
whereby people, their heirlooms and living environments are considered as an holistic narrative comprised of
experience and qualities of the natural and built environment that are inseparable, “…with memories
narratives that are able to be transmitted, recreated, ‘revived’ in the same way that heritage is claimed to
operate.” (Rico, 2016, pp. 70-71) This method is achieved by participant observation, cultural immersion in
real and virtual environments as well as the ability to discern between “where the event is memorialised in
the reconstruction, in the rows of identical houses, and in the unreconstructed remains, the event is still
present.” (Rico, 2016, pp. 71-72).
The impact of these measures on behalf of well–meaning NGOs, Rahmayati goes so far as to say how
“Acehnese individuals and communities are transformed in post–disaster situations because of changes to
house typology and home space without consultation with housing recipients.” (Rahmayati & Haigh, 2016)
The response is typically instrumented around a macro–condition, for example over one hundred and fifty
thousand dwellings were required. The micro–conditions of more idiosyncratic qualities of dwelling and
socio–cultural necessities for an holistic, fruitful existence and happy life appear to have been overlooked in
favour of the most necessary requirement for shelter. The former situation may be a sufficient short–term
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response but on the other hand many temporary housing solutions often become permanent—as was the case
for residents of Aceh. Therefore there were limited opportunities offering flexibility to move beyond the
original designs imposed upon them. Long–term consequences and necessary foresight were not employed, it
may be argued, perhaps for legitimate reasons. Oliver–Smith suggests that the social aspects of housing in
reconstruction are typically overlooked in favour of debating whether to adopt say advanced construction
techniques rather than traditional forms? (Oliver-Smith, 1996, p. 8).
Out of the housing typologies adopted, that were investigated five to seven years after the tsunami, in
Rahmayati’s study found the kitchen as well as living rooms, bedrooms and verandah spaces had been
modified. There were some circumstances where some dwellers could not afford to modify their buildings.
(Rahmayati & Haigh, 2016, p. 8) On the whole residents found their pre–tsunami housing more appropriate
to their needs, despite many occupants “choosing” their house typology. The new housing was typically “on
ground” designs for the majority whereas previous typologies reflected semi–stilted or stilted designs
(referred to as a ‘stage house’ typology.3 According to Rahmayati on the whole, the houses were constructed
of sub–standard materials, particularly for the donors of traditional Aceh house types.4 These houses on stilts
used timbers such as coconut timber and it was eaten–out by termites deeming the houses to be unsafe.
(Rahmayati & Haigh, 2016, p. 9) Typically the donated houses were too small with the ‘expandable house’
concept omitted from the design which was originally stipulated by the BRR.5 These findings are to a certain
degree to be expected during a calamity of this scale. However, it is the pre–planning and the future
investment in disaster management strategies especially around permanent housing which is required. There
is a need to expand upon options, research archetypes, consult with, enquire and listen to stakeholders to
provide them suitable residential options as a long–term solution to their housing needs. It is both the
recovery from trauma of the event, the investment in the socio–cultural heritage of the community, the
opportunity presented through the digitisation of re–envisioned built projects, that may facilitate access to,
and knowledge of, alternative established housing typologies specific to Acehnese conditions. Community’s
being able to choose their future types of housing, religious structures as well as meunasahs provides
empowerment for future rebuilding or for commemoration purposes and events.
A significant omission from the rebuilding processes in Aceh included attention to culturally–required
urban planning arrangements of houses, sympathetic to socio–cultural practices for key buildings within the
gampong’s destroyed by the tsunami. The meunasah features as a significant building in the gampong but
also symbolically represents the decision making area are for the community.6 It is a male meeting space, but
its omission compromises the traditional role of meeting space and therefore the self–coordinating role of the
Acehnese in affairs of their own. In traumatic situations where loss is overwhelming and then new space
neglects to deliver old key functions has a disorientating effect on the community. Many key decisions were
therefore removed from traditional forums and transferred to unfamiliar spaces of the NGOs headquarters,
and out of traditional contexts and amidst foreign participants. Again these processes were seen as
disenfranchising and disempowering affected communities in making informed decisions about their own
futures. Capturing the gampong in digital and analogue forms as a socio–cultural unit with its meunasah and
mosques, its public space distributed around the village housing, has meaning and significance to its
inhabitants, through documentation, remembering and cross–referencing it may serve as a possible tool of
choice for future development. The re–envisioning of lost communities may also provide a reference
template to revisit future development and aid unenlightened NGOs, architects and developers to better
understand the context within which they need to appropriately respond.
Further to the absence of the meunasah, the reticence on behalf of some NGOs to rebuild sacred space
was felt also amongst stricken communities. A Christian aid worker observed “…when we ask tsunami
victims they say that they don’t know who to blame—man or government or who—then they realise that this
is God’s will for the tsunami.” (Dewi, 2016, p. 135) The loss of sacred space is felt severely by communities
especially when they turn to their spiritual beliefs to aid the grieving and recovery process. These religious
spaces are often ignored in post–disaster recovery as they are deemed a lower priority to housing but in fact
these are culturally specific priorities and are deeply intertwined in Aceh. According to architect and
historian Cut Dewi in her thesis titled “Iconic Architectural Heritage in Banda Aceh” for the case of the
Peulanggahan Mosque—an example of a building predominantly destroyed after the tsunami. Dewi
highlights how the mosque served as a significant iconic reference and landmark for the residents of the
village of Peulanggahan. (Dewi, 2016, p. 242) Dewi’s research shows that the attachment to the mosque for
the local population was not significantly influenced when the mosque was rebuilt after the tsunami’s
devastation. The mosque was rebuilt in the same style but with different materials. This apparently did not
affect the locals identifying with it. The mosque was rebuilt in the same location and its function as a place of
worship remains. Familiarity of the built environment is important for cultural memory as it eventuates from
socio–cultural practices, with the architectural forms assisting in the inscribing of meaning for its
participants. It is not so much the materiality and style of the building which is significant but rather the
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meanings and practices which permit the continuation of such rituals. The architecture facilitates this process
through its presence in the field of relations between practice and memory. (Dewi, 2016, p. 250) The physical
qualities of the building act as a backdrop to the everyday experiences of the resident population according to
Dewi’s research, but its physical presence is necessary in the remembering process. (Dewi, 2016, p. 251)
Conclusion
Reflecting upon proposed processes for re–creating an archive through the stages of VERNADOC
rural, VERNDOC urban, re–envisioning in analogue and digital forms followed by digital dissemination and
immersion presents a contribution to a potential post–disaster recovery management tool kit. This research
would leave the community with a data set of information for rebuilding, remembering and empowering
future aspirations for their community. This research process provides a potential platform intended to
empower local community groups over their future development whilst taking stock of their past heritage
practices. It is a proposal designed to instigate choice and motivate recognition and retention of knowledge
from culturally–specific practices, and produce accessible information for user groups including the local
community, NGOs and the global community. for future needs. Moving between the production and insight
gathered for this archival project, issues raised in community consultations such as:
1. the lack of suitable cultural and climatic housing types
2. the lack of adherence to socio–cultural and religious understandings for essential community buildings,
3. non–tangible and misunderstood ideas of culturally–specific notions of heritage, may go some way
toward empowering and returning to the local community in Aceh some control over their future urban
environment.
The reconstruction of a built cultural heritage archive is a process heavily–laden with socio–political
and religion–cultural complexities. To some extent, Aceh has emerged independently from previous external
heritage discourse constraints applied by NGOs during the post–tsunami period of re–building.7 There are
opportunities for the Acehnese to consider their post–tsunami identity and the role an archive may play, as
academic Trinidad Rico suggests, “an important role in the manifestation of trauma, resilience, mitigation,
and recovery. Heritage can be lifesaving.” (Rico, 2016, pp. 88-89) This project suggests a multi–stage
process engaging diverse methodologies around data collection for the archive. this diversity has the potential
to bridge the divide that is typically understood and described by Shackel as a tension between what may be
seen as “authority (the academic viewpoint) and authenticity (the community experience) in the battle for
control and promotion of values in the public sphere” Schakel xi cited in (Rico, 2016, pp. 89-91), giving real
agency to local communities in both process and outcome. The broadening scope of documentation beyond
what remains in the urban and rural fabric, to re–envisioning significant lost built forms for , directed by the
community, re–imagines valued communal and individual memories in the process of healing. At the same
time this process recognises there are different worldviews and perspectives of different worlds as well as
often unforeseen complexities… (Karlström, Spiritual materiality Heritage preservation in a Buddhist
world?, 2005) to cater for, in the production of archives and needs to negotiated carefully.
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Note
1.
Here the drawing is understood as the artefact which should be as accurate representation of the “rela” or
re–envisioned as possible, to the extent where it may be recreated through these drawn insights and
reconstructed if sufficient information is able to be forensically collated.
2.
“A key theme in Krep’s 2003 thesis is that, like pusaka, all heritage constructs need to be integrated into
larger social structures and ongoing social practices in order to preserve the socially and cultrally
constructed values and meanings that are contingent on specific contexts….the concept of pusaka refers
to the ability of objects to possess an intimate, spiritual connection to their custodian, in such a way that if
pusaka ‘were in danger of theft, damage or destruction, he [the owner] would do everything in his power
to save it.’
3.
On ground refers to slab or footings on the ground rather than pile based footings and stilt lightweight
structures above. On ground structures were typically constructed out of masonry and rendered. Stage
house refers the typology understood in Indonesian sources (Arif) as an elevated structure with utility
space underneath.
4.
Donors refers to the sources of financial support for rebuilding ranging from NGOs to church and
religious groups also known as FBOs faith based organisations.
5.
BRR refers Agency of the Rehabilitation and Reconstruction for the Region and Community of Aceh and
Nias. This was the key agency overseeing aid delivery in Aceh, including rebuilding sacred spaces.
Donors and NGOs were required to register their activities with BRR so they could match donors with
local needs and priorities. BRR was a contested institution as it was an organisation with many Javanese
employees. It also struggled tom raise money for religious buildings.
6.
Eg. the mushollah = small mosque and the meunsah = traditional centre of community activities serve
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7.

distinct purposes and the meunsah was absent in many reconstruction plans…this was the place of village
decision making and around building character as well as regulating behaviour….from a heritage
perspective a key cultural historic role was omitted for villagers.
NGO refers to Non–Government Organisations ranging from faith based organisations to other charities
and stakeholders.
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